Topological constraints governing the use of the chicken HS4 chromatin insulator in oncoretrovirus vectors.
The expression of integrated oncoretrovirus vectors is subject to the inhibitory effects of surrounding chromatin. A previous report from our laboratory indicated that such position effects can be overcome by flanking a reporter vector with the cHS4 chromatin insulator. To characterize this activity more thoroughly, we switched the promoter-gene combinations in the reporter vector and analyzed expression of these vectors flanked with the cHS4 fragment in both orientations following bone marrow transduction and transplantation in mice. The results indicate that the cHS4 fragment can function in both orientations and can insulate both the virus long-terminal-repeat (LTR) promoter and an internal phosphoglycerate kinase (Pgk) promoter. However, insulation of the LTR promoter diminished when the orientation of the cHS4 fragment placed the CTCF-binding core element immediately proximal to the U3 region, suggesting a minimal distance requirement. Moreover, placement of the cHS4 fragment in the U3 region of the 3' LTR dramatically decreased the level of expression from an internal Pgk promoter, presumably by blocking interaction with the 3' LTR enhancer. Finally, sorting studies suggest that the severity of position effects or autonomous promoter silencing increases as transduced progenitors differentiate into mature progeny. These findings have direct implications for the use of chromatin insulators such as cHS4 in oncoretrovirus vectors.